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Collaboratewith us.


Access the people, tools, and insights to create your next breakthrough.

Through our collaborative membership ecosystems, we work with our partners to radically redefine what’s possible in business and science.
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	MIT-IBM Watson AI Lab
A unique collaboration between IBM Research and MIT, the lab explores new AI paradigms, like foundation models, that directly impact business and society. Member companies sit on an advisory board and directly influence the lab’s research portfolio, grounding R&D with invaluable domain knowledge.


	IBM Quantum Network
A worldwide collective shaping the future of quantum computing. The Network’s 200+ members include leading Fortune 500 companies, internationally recognized universities and laboratories, and cutting-edge startups. Quantum Network members benefit from close working relationships with our in-house experts. Premium Plan members access our most powerful systems with shorter wait times, hands-on support, and training.


	AI Hardware Center
The AI Hardware center builds AI systems from the ground up – from materials, chips, devices, architecture, and the entire software stack. Working with NY State and a broader ecosystem of partners, the Center is paving the way for the next generation of AI systems that will improve business and the lives of people all over the world.


	Joint development
With joint development, you will collaborate directly with our researchers to develop breakthrough technologies to help solve your biggest problems faster. Many of these engagements result in bespoke solutions tailored to your needs, drawing from our portfolio of advanced technology and innovations.
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